Control of the radial and vertical tunes of the Booster is implemented using ramped correction quadrupoles. Minor modifications to the power supply cards for the 48 (previously) d.c. correction quadrupoles allow the tunes to be continuously programmed orheld constant throughout the 33 ms acceleration cycle. This capability is in addition to the usual use of these quadrupoles to be independently varied to correct for harmonic distortions in the lattice. An automatic computer program measures and displays the tunes vs. time in the cycle to monitor performance and to allow the ramps to be adjusted by the machine operator.
Introduction
Nominal horizontal and vertical tunes in the Fermilab combined function Booster with no correction quadrupoles are vh = 6.7 and v = 6.8 respectively. Air-core correction quadrupoles are added which are designed for a maximum tune shift of +.6 at injection Twenty-four quads are located in short straight sections where h is maximum and twenty-four are in long straight sections between periods where a is maximum.
As originally installed the quads run at individually variable DC currents. Hardware has since been added which forms 2 analog ramp waveforms used to control the tunes through the cycle. One waveform is bussed to the quads at hmax locations (Q short), and one is bussed to the 63vmax quads (Q long (1) and (2) show DC quad currents as a function of location around the 24 cell Booster for 1st harmonic corrections at 0°a nd 900 phases respectively (phase is referenced to period 1 short straight section).
A second program allows display and control of time, amplitude, and slope information for the 8-segment ramps. The program features a save and restore option allowing recovery of all parameters. Values proven good for machine operation are stored for future use along with a brief descriptive text. Ramps can be turned on and off from the console, thus returning all quads to their respective DC levels. Because the sum of ramp and DC control voltages could exceed the +10.24 volt regulator card range, the software limits ramp amplitude values so that no quad receives a total control voltage outside this range. This feature preserves harmonic tuning of DC levels. The Booster uses 10-turn rectangular ferrite transformers located in one long straight section to detect coherent betatron oscillations of the beam. Currents in opposite winding pairs are filtered above 10 MHz and amplified in the Booster enclosure. Signals from the horizontal and vertical windings are converted to TTL logic pulses by a zero crossing detector in a tune measuring module in the control room. A TTL pulse train representing the beam revolution frequency is a third input to the tune module. Revolution frequency, and horizontal and vertical betatron pulses then strobe counters to a limit preset by a thumbwheel switch to a number N. The counters generate gates proportional in length to the times necessary for each to count pulses up to the preset value. Bocs-reA~atoD 
